Abstract -A novel technique for shapinglsmoothing discrete signals is introducad. The approach, known as locd/y m~~t~n i c regression. entails f h g a locally monownic signal that appmximates the given signal. We plescnt the proMan withi a dxutlml hamework. show the wdstcnce of a s u l u h . and give an alpitbm that canpltes iL Swnal examples are wed to illwmlc the appmach.
the topological rather than the algebraic pmper6es of a signal.
A f m i t e d m h discrete signal can be modeled either as a veclororas a f d t e sequence. Given a vector v we compute a vector w of the same dimeasion that is smooth in the sense that it is locally monotonic (defmed below), and as close as possible to v; the vector w is called a locally monownic regrem'on of v. Linear regression is a technique widely used to llmxver linear trends in noisy h e &. Simiily. isotonic repssion 121 entails tinding a globally monotonic signal that approximates the original signal. Isotonic regression has pmved useful in statistical estimation applications where ordering constraints are defined on the dala. and when defined on local signal subsets, for smooching d m t e images 131. In this pmper, we extend the concept of isotonic regression to include not only globally monotonic signal?.. but also locally moncionic signals of specified degree. By pedming locally monotonic regnssion on a o n e d i m e n s i d signal, another signal is obtained which is evuywhere smooth in the sense that every sub-signal of a given length is monotonic; an interesting consequcnm of c h i s is that the sequence obtained is invariant to passes of a median filter of a given length 141. Intuitively, one would expect the operation of locally monotonic regression to be trend preserving (lii the median fdter). and also signal mo&ing @haps somewhat deerenfly lhan the median fdber).
Sectim I1 formally defmes the oonccpt of l d y monotonic regression and develops some necessary notation. In Section lIl the existence of a solution ( g e d y . uniqueness das not hold) is established, and in Section IV an algorithm is developed that computes a locally mOno(0nic regression.
Sectim V is devolcd to examples while Section VI considers possible extensions and inkresting applications. 
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Thc sign sblefon of the bdimensional vector v is the (b-1)- 
Given two vectors U and v, there are many meuics on 91b which can be used to define similarity between them. We choose to use the Euclidean distance. since it is gemmetrically intuitive, Euclidean geometry holds for planes embedded in 91b, and based on a preliminary study. L g . The task in finding such a vector is twofold f i t . it is necessary to show that w exists; if it does. it will be termed a locally monotonic regression ofdegree a (or bwa regression) of v; secondly. an algorithm must be defined that allows the computation of w. These topics are considered in the next two sections.
III. EXISTENCE OF LOCALLY

MONOTONIC REGRESSIONS
To show that each v E 91b has a lomo-a regression, we need to show f i t that the set L: is a closed subset of 91'. that is, that it contains its limit points or. equivalendy. that it contains its boundary (see [a] Since the mnge K ofthe sequence ( ki 1 is m x . (ki + k$/Z isin K and
and since d(ki. v) and d(k+ v) both tend to f we conclude that if i c j. then as i increases m i , kj) aplwoachcs zero in the limit Henee. (kil is a Cauchy sequence which converges lo m e point w which is a limit point of K and hence. is a limit point of L: which is a closed set. Hence w E L: and is at a distance t from v. In other words. w is a locally monotonic regression of vofdegreea +
IV. COMPUTING LOCALLY MONOTONIC REGRESSIONS
So far we have established the existence of points in L: that are at a minimal ditiom a given point v. In thii section the computation of this set of points is considered. The following theorem yields a fmt step in this diffction. -The sets B and (Z" n L) are disjoint Erppf -Suppose that x E Sb is lomo-a and lhat no component of its sign skeleton is m; thus x is strictly mono(0nic. Defining I as in the prwf of Claim 1. then all vectors in I are strictly monotonic as well. Since I contains no elements of Lc, x is not in B and the claim is proved.
Fmm Claim 1 and Claim 2 it follows that B is a subset of 2 that is, any point in B has a sign skeluon with at least me zero mmpmnt.
w-L u x E Sbbe in L and in Z. Then x is lomo-aand has at least one constant sub-vector of dimension 2. Let I be any open square interval centered at x. For any width e > 0 of I, by pertubmg one or both of the components of the constant sub-vector by an arbilrarily small amount while Leeping the remaining components equal, a vector in I is obtained that is not locally monotonic. Thus, any non-empty open intwval containing x contains elements of both L andLC. Hence x is in theboundary B of L.
We fmish thc pmof with some se( algebra.
m-Ibe sets
m -We have that B n Lc = B n [(Lc n Z) U (L" n 241 = (B n L" n Z) u (B n Lc n Z"). Now since B isa substt of Z it is rmc that (B n Le n Zc) =+; sinceB n Z = B n L it isalso true that@ n L" n Z) = (B n z n I, ") = (B n L n I,?=+.
From the proof of'lheonm 1 we have the following wmUaries.
--The boundary of L is qual to the intersection of L and Z.
~-F m m C L a i m 4 m T k o r a n l a n d f r o m T h e o M l I .
hence (Ben L ) n Z = (B" n B) n L which is empty. We express the opation of replacing some subvectors of v with the average of their mponents 8s a set of natural numbers: if components i and i+l are averaged then i is in the set; for example. averaging components 2.3.4 and 6.7 is written as (2.3.6): if we perform this operation on the vector [l. 2, 3, 4. 5, 6. 7, 81 we obtain [l. 3. 3, 3, 5, 6.6.5, 6.5. 81. An argument similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 1 shows that the possible number of operations is Zb-l, where b is the dimension of v.
We denote these operations as CO ,..., C(2b-l.l); the way in which they are ordered is indicated by the example in Table 1 . The ah is similar to counting in bagc b and deleting those numbers that do not have strictly increasing digits. The set of o p t i o n s c k is partiorry ordered by the relation of set contoinmcnr. This ordering is of greater relevance than the linear order mentioned earlier and, from this point on, will refer to this ordering only; for example, (2,6) 5 (2, 3.6) but (2,4) and (2. The possible opuations c k f w the case b=5. 
V. EXAMPLES
Here some simple examples arc presented that illustrate the effects of performing locally monotonic regression on one-and two-dimensional disc-signal9. The two-dimensional signals used are depicted as gray-level images. This is done since it is envisaged that the locally monotonic regression will eventually be of great interest in signal smoothing applications. where it is of interest to preserve I d l y monotonic structures such as edges. However. this application will q u i r e approPriate definitions of local monotonicity for multi-dimensional signals.
F i m 3a-c show bmo-3 regressions performcd on signals of length 16. Thest examples were chosen to reflect the. smoothing behavior of the locally monotonic regression near oscillatory ("noisy") signal s m~~h l r e s (Fig. 38) . its ability to preserve signal "edges" (Fii. 3b), and to smooth / preserve local si& extrema (Fig. 3c) . In each case the original signal v i s expressed by solid lines, while the locally monotonic regressions w are depkted by dotted lines.
Next we consider application of locally monotonic regression to some images. Figure 4 depicts the results of applying onedimensional lomo-3 r e m s i o n f d to image rows. then to the wlumns of the modified images. The examples make clcar the smoothing behavior of the opcntion; in particular, the result obtained in the last image pair suggests a s m n g variation-diminishing / edge-pmerving characteristic. In each case. the resulting images were lorno-3 in both the horizontal and vertical directions (although not along otbu directions). This is not a g M c d m l t 8s has been dunonstra(cd by several other examples (not shown): however. thcre are indidons that alternating row-column locally monotonic regressions will always wnverge to a unique result, albeit perhaps not in a finite number of steps. since it is difficult to foresee which of the IWO will give a smaller m r . The computation of locally monotonic regression is yet more mure complex. since the set of locally monotonic signals is much larger chan the set of monotonic signals; in other words, numerous local decisions of gwdnessof-fit must be made. Furthermore. the multiplicity of the solutions for a given signal may be much larger.
Considerable computational resources are needed to generate and store the graph of opaarions in the current algorithm; however, once the graph ha been generated, it can be reused if the signal dimension b is not changed. One current focus of our research is the development of more efficient algorithms.
The concept of local monotonicity in two-and higher-dimensions merits more study. Also. the convergence properties of iterated onedimensional (directional) regressions performed on signal of higher dimensionality is of inmess as suggested by the image shaping examples.
Finally, it is likely that a natural statistical estimation framework which operates under local monotonicity conslraints can be developed. Considerable attention has been applied to the development of statistical inference techniques defmed under global order resbictions [21. The concept of locally monotonic regression supplies a new framework, which may have significant applications in many areas of signal processing. statistical estimation theory. and time series analysis. 
